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From: Caitlin Port
To: Norman, Sean
Cc: Lindsay Earl; Sarah Ivins; Acs, Erik; Ed Lamb (elamb@waterfordgroup.ca); Andrew Campbell
Subject: Law Quarry Extension - Response to JART Blasting comments.
Date: February 2, 2023 2:03:00 PM
Attachments: JART Responses - Explotech Response.xlsx


Sean – As discussed this afternoon, here are the Explotech responses to the JART Peer Review
comments for on the Law Quarry Extension Blast Impact Assessment. No changes to the Site Plan
are required at this time.
 
Explotech has indicated that they will update their Report, once Englobe confirms that they are
satisfied with the provided responses.
 
Regards,
Caitlin
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						Englobe Comment			Explotech Response


			1			The property at 20650 Biederman Rd is identified as the closest sensitive receptor in table 1, at 35m from the new quarry Boundary, However, in the body of the report (page 9), this distance is mentioned as 275m. Please clarify and correct the closest sensitive receptor and its associated distance.			Table 1 displays the straight line distance from the proposed Law Quarry Extension boundary to the 20650 Biederman Rd receptor (35m). The distance listed on page 8 is the location of the initial mineral extraction to the closest sensitive receptor (275m).


			2			Vibrations and sound pressures induced due to blasting expand radially. In the report, there is a mention of vibration monitoring in front and behind any given blast. However, sensitive receptors could be situated on the sides as well. Please use appropriate wording to include all sensitive receptors that are “adjacent” or in the Zone of Influence (ZOI) to the blast.			All sensitive receptors are included and were considered for the purpose of the blast impact analysis. It has been scientifically proven through multiple studies, including attenuation data specific to the neighbouring operation, that ground vibrations are greatest behind a blast, and air overpressure is greatest in front of a blast. Further discussion is added to the revised report explaining overpressure experienced at back of the blast. With that said, adjacent properties will experience effects, but the worst case assumptions would be as outlined.


			3			Please provide further explanation regarding the statement “normal temperature and humidity changes can cause more damage to residences than blast vibrations and overpressure”. Is this related to this topic			The complete sentence is "Recent studies by the U.S. Bureau of Mines have shown that normal temperature and humidity changes can cause more damage to residences than blast vibrations and overpressure in the range permitted by the MECP." In our opinion, the entire sentence is relevant for stakeholders to understand context for the conservative nature of the MECP limits.


			4			Please provide more explanations for the MECP’s limits and guidelines for PPV and PSPL. The report should provide further explanation about the significance of using these limits and why they were selected as the limits for this report.			The limits are developed and enforced by MEPC for all quarry blasting operations in Ontario, so their significance and relevance are inherent to the requirement for this document.


			5			Please elaborate on what is meant by “1 borehole radius” for a none-technical person to comprehend the content.			The blast impact analysis is prepared as a technical document and thus we do not agree that the document should detail the fundamentals of how blasting works to the extent of explaining what a borehole is. With that said, Appendix E of the report does provide some technical definitions which would assist with comprehending the blast holes or boreholes.


			6			For the calculations regarding the vibration levels at the nearest sensitive receptor, please ensure the proper distances are used. As per table 1, 20650 Biederman Road is situated 35m from the edge of the quarry property, however, the Author uses a distance of 275m (page 14). Englobe believes it is necessary to indicate the closest sensitive receptor to the edge of the quarry (perimeter boreholes) and the maximum explosive load per delay.			As stated on page 13 of the report, the distance of 275m is the standoff distance to the closest sensitive receptor for the initial blast area within Phase 1a. Additional blasting at the expansion site following the initial blast(s) will guide the operational team in further developing site specific equations to determine appropriate load per delays as blasting progressively reaches closer setback distances to the various sensitive receptors, including 20650 Biederman Road. With that said, it will then be up to the operational team to determine what blast design could be utilized at a distance of 35m. However, based on the current predictive equation outlined in the report, the blast design would be based on a 1kg/delay maximum load which is entirely feasible, albeit cost-prohibitive.


			7			The overall presentation of the formula and some of the numbers used in the formula on page 15 needs to be corrected. The current formula shows 12.5=257.6m.			This will be corrected in a revised report.


			8			In the section dealing with overpressure, one gets the impression that the report assumes the overpressure radiates linearly in front of the blast and the sensitive receptors adjacent and behind the blast are not affected. The distance of 920m selected in the calculations on page 17 and only dealing with the front of the blast seems a bit conservative.			An air overpressure equation was developed for the back of a blast during the attenuation study at the adjacent Law Quarry. This will be further discussed in a revised report outlining air overpressure levels behind a blast face.


			9			Please expand on the statement “when weather patterns are less favourable” (page 18). This statement is very general, and some examples of weather conditions that affects overpressure would clarify this statement.			This will be corrected in a revised report.


			10			 The report does not mentioned the current blasting practices (drill pattern, bench heights, type of explosives used, etc.) at the current operations. In Engobe’s view it would be beneficial to mention a bit more details about the ongoing blasting methods.			The current blasting practices can be found through the collection blast reports located in the appendices attached to the blast impact analysis.


			11			Based on the vibration, and overpressure analysis, for the new quarry, the author can develop a guideline or mitigation plan that outlines the maximum bench height, type of explosives, and the maximum kgs/delay when the operations approaches certain distances from sensitive receptors. This information would provide a guideline for the third-party blasting company to design their blasts to contain both vibrations and overpressures associated with their blasts within the allowable limits.			The acceptable maximum load per delay at specific offset distances are found in Table 3 and Table 4 in the report for ground vibrations and air overpressures respectively. That will serve as the primary guideline for future third-party blasting companies to design their blasts.

In terms of pre-determining specific bench heights or types of explosives at this point in time, the blast impact analysis is meant to determine whether is it safe/feasible blast at the proposed site. Determining operationally specific details such as the type of explosives is not related to feasibility and would merely limit contractor options in the future.


			12			 The final report should contain the names of authors, their titles and positions along with their professional seals. Please include the missing information.			Signatures and seals were included on the cover page of the blast impact analysis. Names, titles, and curriculum vitae of those involved in the report are included in Appendix D of the blast impact analysis.


			13			 Please consider adding a section to the report called “Definitions or Terminology”, where all abbreviations are expanded.			A section titled 'Blasting Terminology' is included in Appendix E of the report with definitions and terminology.


			14			 The report notes that given the close proximity of some of the residences (as close as 57 metres) the blast load will have to be reduced substantially to meet the MECP limits for vibration.  There is a comment in the report that the economics of recovering material close to those residences would have to be explored by the operator to determine whether it is worthwhile to extract to the limits shown on the plans. Although it is understood that this is ultimately a business decision for the applicant, it would be helpful to understand whether the blast design adjustments were considered in determining the extraction limits.   			The applicant determined the extraction limits of the quarry. The blast impact analysis is then intended to determine if blasting can feasibly and safely occur within the proposed quarry extraction limits. If a conflict does exists, the extraction limits can be adjusted accordingly. However, in this application even the closest possible distance from the expansion footprint to residential properties can be safely and feasibly accomplished. The comment in the report regarding economics is to acknowledge that blasting at these closer distances will be a future business decision as outlined by the reviewer. 


			15			 Table 2 of the report notes that no sinking cut will required and that extraction would be in 1-2 benches. Use of sinking cuts has greater potential for both blasting and flyrock impacts. Sinking cuts can be avoided only in Biederman Road is included as part of the application (which has not yet been confirmed), and it is understood that 2-3 benches is more likely scenario for extraction. Assumptions in the report should be updated to more accurately reflect the proposed operation.			This will be corrected in a revised report.


			16			 The bottom of Page 24 of the report should be updated to properly reference the proposed expansion of the Law Crushed Stone Quarry.			This will be corrected in a revised report.










